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Your online guide to the sensational world ita Sega Charts ’ 

Sonic The Comic. Hosted by Megad 
‘Introducing the new-look STC Sega Charts 

= now including the Mega CD chart! 

vy m= me 
up down mover new entry re-entry 

Se icon! 5 
I's coming! The second great level of STC stis is only 1 —rinsupack 
tr ses ane. Acti acing rer phi the ( 

‘e 2 —— SUPER KICK OFF 

Sins foal girierd Samet tocret ee 3-m@ PGA TOUR GOLF 2 
Gowen Axe, which appear next issue. Then, in STC 7, se e 4—— ECCO THE DOLPHIN 

two mega-fab new series their runs. Which ones: Sow FATAL FURY 
Well, Boomers who read the classic first issue of Sowic . 7 “ 6 SOWIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
Tue Comic will know, the rest of you will find out next 7 ow” TINY TOONS: BUSTER'S TREASURE 

time! 8 DESERT STRIKE It the mesting, aes suit otha The : = STREETS OF RAGE 2 
Sega Charts and check out the new Mega CD chart 10-~ ROAD RASH 2 
which will be appearing every issue from now on. The 

ning world by storm with , 1 cD 

the six games onsale now but it wont be too long 1 @ ROAD AVENGER 
before a whole new line of stunning Mega CD titles 2 Ww JAGUAR HJ220 
appear. Believe me, Boomers, you ain't seen nothing 3 —= SHERLOCK HOLMES 
yet! 4 ——= PRINCE OF PERSIA 

Before signing of, a mega-huge thanks to everyone 5m WOLFCHILD 
for the tons of letters and drawing seat in. | 6 -w BLACK HOLE ASSAULT , 
wish I could personally answer every one. To do that, 
hhowever, you'd need an army of = = Za = 5 R SY f 
Megadroids and, let's face a 
it, Boomers, epattoy, 2 1 —= SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
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» mam HOW AM I DOING 
THE HEDGEHOG 4 Tals? AMI ANY- 

q WHERE NEAR THE 
SPEED OF 

4 # LABPRINTH SOME| ~< 

TAM INTHE GREEN HILL ZONE AND SONIC 
FINISHES HIS MORNING WORK OUT. 

| READ SEVEN" guess you'vE | / s1ow-onving 
icity STILL Lae Nit : VOUR SPIKES! 

! EESH- 
AN HOUR! Vall 

| MUST BE 
OUT OF SHAPE 
INEED TO KEEP 
WORKING 

Wit! 

so geaurieul’ 
YOUMEAN, =| 
Bundy! 



DON'T WRIGGLE 
YOU LITTLE 

CREEP! 
PUT UP A 

FIGHT AND I'LL 
PLUCK YOUR 
ARMS AND 
TEGS OFF! 

I'M STARVING AFTER 
THAT WORK-OUT/ CAN'T 
walr'TO GET stuck 
INTO BREAKFAST 

Sa 
Bl BREAKFAST? ) 

BUT THERE 
MUST BE aT ieast 
TWO HUNDRED 
BURGERS ON 
THAT TABLE!! / 



WELCOME 
TOTHE LABYRINTH 

TONE/TAILS 
We've BEEN 

DIGGING AND 
BURROWING DOWN 
HERE FOR MONTHS ‘AND NOW IT 
STRETCHES UNDER 
ALMOST HALF 
THE PLANET (MOBIUS ! 

TEACH THE imme 
CREED SOME 
MANNERS’ 

WHEN You 
WAKE UP BEA ROBOT- 

JUST LIKE 
us 

SHOOTING SPEARS: KEEP 
LOW; FELLAS ! 

LEIS GET ourra eRe, 
SONIC! 

SAVE THE 
EXPLANATION 
USLY— WHEN SONIC FINDS 
Us You'Re 
wisToRY.. 

ARE YOU SURE THIS Mea 184 Go00 eA, some !\ Siavie, DON'T WANNA GET ine LOST IN THE LABY. 
RINTH ZONE? 

way worry 
WHEN YOU'VE GOT ME TO 
TAKE CARE 

OF YOU 

SPIKE-BALL 100K our, 

TAILS NEEDS NR 
US, PIXEL- BRAIN~ V3 
WITHOUT OUR 

HELD HE'S 
FINISHED! 



THE DOC HASN'T 
FORGOTTEN HOW 
THISUITTLE ID10T 
ESCAPED HIM 

BEFORE LOOK AT THE 
UITTLE CREEP, "0 LIKETO BASH 
SLEEDIN' "is BRAINS IN RIGHT " i; E'S DETERMINED 
UKE Now aut o9¢ Roger. 10 MAKEHIM A BADNIK... 

EVEN GOT 
MIS OLD ROBOT, 
SUIT READY. *, 

Foxy. gor! “Wt woNnpER 
TAILS-NIK=— WHAT THEY'LL 

CALL THE LITTLE 
FREAK / 

THERE HE 
(g/ up 
AHEAD! 

GET READY 
TO ATTACK! 

id De: 
WHAT THE 

HECK 18 GOING 
\ ON HERE? 



T'S CALLED a 
AN ATTACK OF 
THE BLUE 
HeDGEWOG! 4 You CAN'T CHANGE 

N ME BACK, YOU FOOL / 
7 i UMA PRIME 

TOIT? BAONIK 
i 

"(4 A PURE 
ROBOT AND 

YOU'RE 



SY swat aracn, 
7 .NOTIMETD 1 age 

EXPLAIN PAL! 
GET MOVING 

ofatyet it 
GET YOU 

GRAY FoR TamING 
"IS ue Weawons 

SYSTEA PEA ON THIS 

C00L Mr, KID! THE 
ONLY CRATY ONE 
AROUND HERE Is 

THAT TIN 
‘SPIDER! 

aul.” LETTING IT SPREAD 
OVER THE SURFACE 

OF THE WATER 



TELLME 
SOMETHING 

{DON'T 
KNOW. 

4 

GREAT/NOW MMM. THREE 
(CAN GET BACK | HUNDRED HOT- 

TOBREAKFAST! ,  ANO A HUNDRI 
THICK SHAK! 

YOU GOTTA BE KIDDING 
TAILS ~ THAT WAS JUST 
THe FIRST COURSE! 



A number of you will know of or even own some of 
Micro Macuies miniature models. For those who 

on't, they ore basically a wide range of tiny vehicles 
from cars to powerboats to helicopters which have 
sold in huge amounts, especially in the USA 

This is the first Sega game from Codemasters and 
features nine different Micro Machines. You may have 
one of two players. In two-player mode you can have 
a single or tournament race and in the one-player 3 game type: 
game you can play a Head-to-Head or Challenge. 

The game features 1I drivers, each with their own PLATFORM 
skill ond personolty. in the Head-To-Head you 

ode a driver for yourself and your opponent, the 
is to knock each one out leaving you the Mi 
ines Champion, 

There are 32 tracks, each in nine different 
vironments. A lot of time has gone into making 

se tracks, the detail is just amazing, Poo! toble, 
athtub, kitchen table and « desk ore just « few of 

the environments featured. In these you perform 
tunts like jumping from one fo another, avoiding 
huge obstacles like a bar of soap and more. 

0 Macuines is one of the best releases of the 
year, It's so addictive ond playable I con't put the 
joypad down. Get it! - D6. 

en you lose all your eneray 
Of course you can a life, simple as 

COREE 70 

[occccccccscess stil | 

RAVES GRAVES 

Great price Sounds could be 

> great game! better 

rn extra lives olor 

out from 
ludes in the 

cre even spooky me 
ond 0 Ovija board at 

s isa great platform game, full 
f atmsphere and addictive action. It is one of, 

those games where you always want fo se 
one more lev % 



py Veril 

oo 

The hit arcade game has finaly been converted to 
the Mester System! 

GP Rote hos you playing agcinst o friend or the 
machine itself in @ duel to the finish line. 
Presentation is very good with o split-screen 

ploy area.Your bike is very tosty to look at and con 
slip-slide in ond out of the tightest of corners. 
‘You can beet up your bike with money eornt on 

the courses and, os with reol bike riding, you hove 
to watch out for other riders sliding in from behind 
you and then zooming off in front kicking dirt in 
your face! 
On storting the game you con choose from 

‘manual or outomatic gears and on corse 
conditions. there is even some digitised speech 
thrown in at the start fine. Billboards by the side of 
the courses scroll smoothly by and the road twists 
fike 0 snoke under your bike. You just have to be 
totally together to stay in the roce 
If you manage to qualify then you get to race 

through the season and rack vp valuable points 
Overall GP River is 0 good-looking racing gome 

‘and one you just have to hammer your best friend 
ont “TT 

REVIEW 



REVIEW a 
game type: 
DRG 
1 PLAYER 

ou will know Gatacs 2 from the orcades. It 
was released by arcade giant Namco a few years 
back 

it isa vertically scrolling shoot’em up. What set 
port in the orcades wos the great music, fost action 
‘and the truly weird bonus rounds. The Game Geor 
version will not disoppoint, though itis not @ pixel 
pertect copy of the arcade master it iso fair 
conversion to the 8-bit hand-held Sega, 

The missing items are mainly the special pods ond. 
warp maps from the orcades.The GG version has 
some solid blasting sound effects, cute funes and 
fast, adrenalin-rush action. You have to move your 
call left and right across the bottom of the screen 
zopping anything that moves above you, Some ships 
will swoop down and release a tractor beom that 

ju and drags you up to the top of the 
scteen, If you can shoot the same ship ar It cttacks 
next time, your ship will érop down and bond with 
your current ship to give double firepower 

There ore also some scrolling vertical sections to 
break up the play, with some strange allen combos 
to dazzle you. 

Giusca 2 is 0 goad shooter to take with you on the 
move! - TT 



Sie 
The FE AR Pavilion 

pact 



DEFEND YouR 
SELE PEASANT. 
WOME MAY 

PRSS ME 

fe THOLISH HIS EFFORTS TO PRY. 
FINY INFORMATION FROM HIS FOES 

, THIS TIME MUSRSH! 
MAY WREST MORE THAN VICTORY 

FR 
YOU'RE QUICK, COOLIE, ILL 6lve 
YOU THAT 

BUT NOT QUICK 
ENOUGH. 



FINOTHER TRY, 
‘SHORTY 

Be my 

YOU'RE WASTING 
YOUR TIME. UM THE 
BEST FIGHTER 

YOU'LL EVER 

WHY 
ELSE WOULD | 

GUARD THE LAST 
LEVEL OF THIS 

PAVILION 







New girlfriend, new pals, news games 

- all on the way! 

It's offical! Sonic has o gittiend! 
She's pink, she’s spiky, she's very cute and her nome is Amy Rose. 
Amy, who wears pink skirts ond has hedgehog-delicious eyes, isthe girl after 
Sonic's heart, and is set Yo make her debut in the Sonic Mega CD game later this 
year. Sonic is no softy, though. Amy Rose can flutter her eyes all she likes but he 

will be able to resist her...won't he? 
STC is one of the very first magazines in the world 

fo have a picture of Amy Rose and, 
15 you can see, she certainly 

seems destined for megostar status 
Little other information on Amy at present, 

but keep your eyes glued to the News Zone for 
‘mote about her 

NEW PALS 

Amy Rose is not the only new 
character in Sonic's life. His 

new pal in the Sonic arcade game (see 
News Zone, STC 4) goes by the name of Ray. 

Quite what or who Ray is we don’t know as yet - ond 
may never know because itis likely the arcade game 
‘may not now appear in this country, Sega have yet to 

make © final decision about the future of this game. 
New companions, identities ond names presently 

unknown, are rumoured to join Sonic in Sonic The Hedgehog 3 
when it appears late this year/early 94, 

As for Tolls, don’t worry Tails fons, he'l still be around. 
NEW 

GAMES 

Sonic Spinaatt is 
just one of around! 
four new Sonic 
ieped ganes coming to ‘Virtua Racing 
the Sega formats later r 

Dirtuatty There! this year. Though not 
official ‘sequels’ to the 
main Sonic games, these 
will feature characters 
from Sonic's ‘universe 

+ Sonic SPinaau, as it's name 
suggests, i Sonic in a pinball game with 
bumpers, flippers and a whole lot more. if 
you've played the Casino Night Zone in Sowic 2 
you'll know what fo expect. No details of price 
or availability as yet. 

+ CD Sowic is the much-publicised Mega CD appearance of Sonic. Rather 
than a new game it will be in the style of Sonic 2 with the mouth-watering 
possibilities of cartoon-style animated sequences and CD-quality sound. It will 
also introduce Amy Rose, Sonic’s girlfriend to the world 

+ Two new Sonic-related games are also waiting in the wings. STC has been sworn 
to secrecy for now but will be bringing you full lowdown on them very soon. 

All in alli looks like boom-times ahead for Sonic and his pols! 



All-in-one console gets new features 

Sega is to launch a new Wondermega console 
later this year in Jopan. It will sell for a 
£300 and it will be o 
of the original Wondermega which 
Sega carts and CDs in one unit. 

immed down versio 
combined 

The new Wondermega will still have th 
motorised pop-up lid and Karaoke functi 
of the earlier model and be able to play 
‘Mega CDs and Mega Drive cartridges. In 
addition, the Wond. 
emote control joypads that can also coi 

ga 2 will have 

your TV functions (volume, channel selection 
‘nd power on/off), sockets for two 
microphones and a headphones socket 
The real news is in the price drop from 

round £450 to £300. 
At present there are no plans to officially 

sell the Wondermega 2 in the UK, but stay 
tuned 

Psygnosis go to 

the Movies 
Sony take major stake in top British 

software house. 

Psygnosis, Liverpool-based software house, 
home of Lemmings and a whole string of stylish 
games, is now part of the Sony empire 

Far from being a further example of the 
Japanese plundering British talent, the move 
broadens Psygnosis’ horizons considerably with 
regard to some major movie projects for the 
‘Mega Drive and Mega CD. Sony just happens to 
own Columbia Tristar as well 

Psygnosis has Mega CD versions of Dracula 
nd Last Action Hero in the works, plus a 
version of Stallone’s new blockbuster, 
Cliffhanger. 

Away from the big screen, Psygnosis have 
Puggsy, a ‘technically advanced’ arcade 
strategy game, ready for October release on the 
Mega Drive ond Mega CO along with Wiz & Liz 
for the Mega Drive. 

Future Psygnosis releases for the video game 
market will come through Sony Electronic 
Publishing while the company retain their own 
name and trademark for computer-based 
games, 

NEW SONIC BUNDLES FROM SEGA 

New hardware bundles for al the main Sega 
systems should now be in the shops, offering o 
greot start for any Boomers about to get ther first 
Segas. 

For £149 you can now get a Mega Drive plus both 
Sonic games (1 and 2). The existing EA Sports and 
Sonic plus Mega Games 2 packs are still available 
for the some price. 

For £49 the Master System now comes with Sonic 
The Hedgehog built-in, while the Sonic plus Master 
‘Games bundle drops from £79 to £69. The Master 
System package containing Sonic 1 and 2 wil also 
cost £69. 

‘The Game Gear, not to be left out, will also feature 

Sonic 1 and 2 with the bonus of an AC adaptor alll 

for £129. However, the best news is that the basic 

Gome Gear with Columns game drops £10 in price 
10879. 

YOU BEAUTY, ME BEAST 

1a ground-breaking move, Japanese software 
company Sunsoft is working on not one but two 
‘Mega Drive gome versions ofthe hit Disney movie 
Beouty ond the Beast - one for boys and one for 
girls! 

Rous oF tue Brast is the boys’ version of the 
game, in which they can take the part of The Beost 
‘The girls’ version was unnamed as of going to 
press (Smell of the Beast?) and will presumably 
cast them in the role of Belle. 

‘Both versions feature some of the best graphics 
ever seen on the Mega Drive, 

No price or availability details os yet. 

GO BATTY! 

‘Aero Acrobat is onother hot item from Sunsoft it 
features 0 crafty bat that can do omazing circus 
tricks, and has some seriously hot graphics and 
original gameplay. 

WELCOME TO...JURASSIC PARK 

Jurassic Pork (a modest lite film currently 
breaking box-office records worldwide) is set for 
releose on the Mego Drive later this yeor. It has 
digitised footage of dinosaurs and the player con 
choose to play either @ human, Alon Gront, or 0 
Raptor. 

The action is fast and you have to learn how to 
switch between weapons to progress through the 
gome 

Based around the hit film this is sure to be a 
‘mega-popular game! 

ZOOL'S GOLD 

Zool, The 

Ninja from 
the Nth 

Dimension, 
issetto 

storm all 
the Sega 
systems 
tater 
year, 
courtesy of 
Gremlin 

Graphics. 

The cute 
alien attacker hos already sold 160,000 games 
‘across all the main computer formats, and is now 
being readied for the Mego Drive, Master System 
‘and Gome Gear (as well os some other video 
gomes systems we don't talk about h 

Watch out for more about Zoo! in STC very soon, 

FOOTIE, COLLEGE-STYLE 

Bill Walsh College Football is yet another game of 
American football named after someone you've 
never heard off 

Electronic Arts, (for itis they who have decided 
to make o megastor of old Bill) tell us that this 
‘game features o brond-new for 1994 American 
Football game engine that gets the player closer to 
the action 

Bill's buddies appear in large, detailed ployer 
‘graphics and the full College Football rules, 
formations and strategies add a whole new 
dimension ond atmosphere to the video game 
genre. 

Players can choose from ony of the top 1992 
College teams or a further 24 All-Time Greats 
teams. They can also pre-select audible plays ond 
can opt for automatic or manual catching 

Good old Bill mokes an appearonce in the game 
4s a co-presenter to the EA Sports commentator. 
Gosh, we can hardly wait to meet him! 

Bill Walsh College Football is an 8-Meg cart for 
the Mega Drive, available from August, price 
£44.99. 



@62i05 
THE GORCERER BLAGKSPELL 
NOW HE DEMANDS THE DEATH 
OF AX, TYRIS AND GILIUS TO 
COMPLETE THE RESURRECTION 
SPELL. 

/ DOWER OF AIR, 
| COMMAND THEE 

DeaTi 
KILLT 

DEATH! 

Lettering: Tom 



PLEASE, FREE Y No! 1 ONLY LIVE BECAUSE 
TGAN COMPLETE \ MY BODY IS 

YOU'LL BE RELEASED ONLY AFTER. 
THE SPELL IS FINISH! 

HAH, HAH 
PITIFUL 



NOW THAT YOU'VE 
FINISHED YOUR CHILDISH 
GAMES, PREPARE FOR 

YOUR DOOM! 

Axe 
YOU'RE FIRST: 

NO CREAT! 
LAYS A HA 





2 = EY I 

THE LAVA LAKE! 



JAMES BOND -THe ove 
im 

- MS 

Not the best game in the world, but an OK version 
of the coin-op game. If you have bought the game 

<= VED __ 21 need help, try this level select cheat: 

Turn the game on and hold down buttons A and C. When the title 
screen appears press Start and unplug the joypad. Plug it into port 2 
and press Start again. In the Danger Room, select an access panel on 
the right, open it and you can fly to any level. 

TINY TOOH 
ADVENTURES 



This game still looks like ont 
is a cheat to gain you extra liv 

f the most popular games on all Sega formats. Here 

Start by going to Sky High Zone Act 2, and go to the bottom of the level and pick 
up the invincibility TV. Jump onto the ledge above it. Go right across the spikes and pick up the extra 
life. Now go away and come back, the life will be there again. Repeat this to gain as many fives as you 
want. 

This cheat allows you to change 
Sonic into another object and re- 
design the level by putting springs 
in different places ete: 

First enter the level select cheat in the sound test by 

playing tunes 19, 65, 07 and 19. Now play 01, 09, 09, 
02, 01, 01, 02, 04 and hold down A and Start until the 
game starts, Now press B to change Sonic into a ring, 
or A to turn him into anather object. You can move a 
selected object around the level and press C to put it 

down, 

To play a two-player game without using the awful split-screen option, go to th 
choose Sonic and Tails in one-player mode. Plug joypad, now one of you can contro! Sonic 
while the other controls Tails. 

4 Got a Game Genie (if 
not, why not?) Got 

Mega Drive? 
Then you'll 
find these new 
codes mega 
Usefull 

a hens these 
{randy fk ot Hornby 

Hobbies tor supplying the 
Game Genie codes 

CHUCK ROCK 

Start with 10 lives BEATEABW 
Infinite lives BICTEASE 
Infinite health BSRAAASY 
Invincible 
(spiked plants & green water hurt) HCSAAABJ 
Heart restores full energy SGSTB2TA 
Start on Level 1, Zone 2 AJATEABA 
Stort on Level 2, Zone 1 AJATEAA2 
Start on Level 3, Zone 1 ANATEAA2 
Stort on Level 4, Zone 1 ATATEAA2 
Start on Level 5, Zone 1 AYATEAA2 

Infinite time AACTCAS 
Infinite lives AZEAAABR 
Infinite machine gun ammo AINAEARR 
Infinite flame-thrower ammo AIMAEATC 
Infinite grenode-gun ammo ALTERS 
Infinite hand grenades ommo AIKAEASB 
Never lose radar AIFTANGS 
‘Maximum energy with first aid RG2TCOWS 
Long falls do not reduce energy AMDACAAJ 
Game clock runs slower SACTCADY 

WORLD OF ILLUSION 
Thot dy 

josh with this gon 

Start with 25 lives DESTBASW 
Stort with 75 lives KNSTBASW 
Infinit tives BMZAAASL 
Infinite health AX2AAA6Y + 

DM2AAABN 
Candy restores full health FFSTAASS 
Start on Stage 2 AISTEAHY + 

‘HAPABEWA 
Stort on Stage 3 ANSTEAHY + 

HAPABJWA 
Start on Stage 4 ATSTEAHY + 

HAPABNWA 
Stort on Stage 5 AYSTEAHY + 

HAPABTWA 



A BAND OF DEMONS FROM DEMON WORLD, LEAD BY GRIMOMEN | /AVE KIDNAPPED SOME VILLAGERS SHO ~. a = ‘ie beon con 2 mM THE WONDER BOY HAS PURSUED FEM UNDERISTE 
») al a 

/ > / waar's | 5 mea EM : Fp =t\ A 
Bebe 
&o 
> 

° 

QE YZ 

on ust IN rie ae Yap OS 



: z ‘must WHoRE Your ( 
Se Wie ig MAGIC IS TURNING Ot Eoregecy “aueer 

Be yest ME INTO A WE CAN HEAR WORKING. 
‘DEMON! 

we 7 " 
“kin, Bae 
LAUREN. 0 THERE, 

BY THE 
GREAT BUCKMINSTER! 
WHAT THE HOLLY- 
GOLLY IS THAT? 

THIS FEELS 
DIFFERENT. LIKE 

MY ARMS, 
DYING. 



IT's 
JUNGLE WORLD 

IN HE 

{ 
i THAT. j Py) taxes Cine oF VE 

THEM. NOW TO 4 FIND THE ( DEMON: 
S 



: 4 = 3 V7 Gwrovocoowecece 
7 Me SW 

J Eae= ES 

Ler 
Macic 

‘APPEAR AND 
SPELL ME 
A FIRE 
TORM. 

HEY! A DIMENSIONAL PORTAL SO THAT'S , ts Wiehe THEYVE hp >» Gone 

WHAT? WHERE 

Ew 



Send your letters and drawings to: 
Speedlines, Sonic The Comic, In issues 1 and 2 | noticed a Sonic statue in Twe 

25/31 Tavistock Place, London WCIH 9SU. é ee 
‘Martwew Warson, Formay, Merseysipe. MD owner, 

‘SONIC BADGE WINNER. 

the 
‘only Boomer to spot these ‘cameo 

BY appearances of Sonic. Just goes to show 
> you how sneaky some of the STC artists are! 

Dear STC, 
Your magazine is perfect! It's dead cheap, dead good I think your comic is briliant. The free stickers and 

‘and makes all the other magazines look like something badge were really good, even my 19 year-old brother 

i, CARLTON, NOTTINGHAM. SONIC. 

Perfect? | hope not, Trevor, because 
we've got some great plans for STC 
that will make it even better (if that's 

— i possible). As for comparing other mags 
to Eldorado, be careful, you don't want to insult We'll definitely keep up the good work, 
Marcus! stephen, | know because | do all the 

work 

Dear STC, 
‘ haven't got a Sega console system but! do have a 

PC (personal computer). So when are we going to get 
Sega games like Soni on the PC? 
Nichouas BeEcH, HuLL. PC OWNER. Sonic eAnae 

. the badge shows 
Sorry, Nicholas, no plans as yet to have sitsadihae a suaniy 
PC versions of Sonic games. However, 
Amstrad make a PC that actually takes 

‘Sega game carts. You might look into that. 



PREPARE FOR 
THE END OF 
STC LEVEL 

BIE. SONIC & 

EH AE S
e cant 

The latest 
news, reviews, 

charts, hints ~ YOU CAN'T 
& tips and satel S' ke GET BETTER 

— 

VALUE! 


